Office of Technology Commercialization

Title of Invention: OIBU: A Reusable Object Creation and Management System

Technology ID: ITTD070501, 2007FY34IT

Non-Confidential Description: Educators create personal accounts to store new or regrouped lessons. Saved lessons are added to the database, enabling its growth. While some classes, such as history and math, will require minimal restructuring, others will need constant revision to stay current. Each lesson can provide different multimedia presentations of course material along with activities, assessment tools, supplemental materials and a glossary. Multiple users can collaborate on lessons.

Applications: A new interactive online database allows teachers to search, modify and add lesson plans.

Benefits: The ensuing collaboration leads to stronger, more efficiently developed lessons. Teachers are able to spend more time with students.

Patent Status: US and Foreign Patent Pending

License: Negotiable

Confidential Disclosure Agreement: KU is willing to enter into a Confidential Disclosure Agreement for the purpose of negotiating a License Agreement. If you are interested in learning details of this invention, please contact:

Keith Braman
Director, Technology Commercialization, ITTC at: kbbraman@ku.edu
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